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AUTHOR NOTE 2020: I first published this journalistic article at Fictionwise in the early 2000s to
a technically and scientifically savvy audience, who responded (several thousand) with great
acclaim. It is not intended as red meat for climate deniers and trolls, but as food for thought (to
continue the lunch metaphor). I got the idea from an article by a climate scientist (P:h.D.) and
decided to write this fun 'what if.' Thinking caps will understand: it's a thought experiment. -
JTCYou may have a vast, cold surprise in store. Scientists look at all possible scenarios—
including a startling, counter-intuitive global climate possibility: that global warming (which is
very much real and deadly) may actually trigger a sudden, violent self-correcting mechanism on
our planet, leading to a near instant ice age in our own time. We do need serious clean energy to
survive along with the polar bears, penguins, and many other species - but we can prepare for
all outcomes. Don’t throw away those snow tires yet, and keep your rubber boots in the hall
closet. You may need them yet.Climate change is not a theory but a fact - specifically, because
it’s always been there. Climate change is as normal as gravity and rocks. Contrary to the self-
serving lies of dirty oil, gas, and coal corporations and their paid political stooges (remember
when a tiny minority of unscrupulous doctors were paid to tell us smoking does not cause lung
cancer?) there has never been a moment in earth’s history without climate change. Basic fact
also: weather is what happens in your town; climate is what happens to continents and the globe
on a huge scale.Scientists (the real ones; not creationists and oil company salespeople) tell us
global climate change has been a fact for eons. Scientists know a lot about recent majorwarming
and cooling within the ever-present law of climate change. For example, a Medieval warm spell
from about 850 to about 1350 considerably warmed things up. Sunny England became a wine
exporter for a few centuries. At times, the Rhine and the Thames dried up due to hot
summers.Conversely, during the Little Ice Age (circa 1350-c1850), the Rhine and the Thames
Rivers froze over in winter. You could walk across the Rhine around Christmas time during some
years (unthinkable today), and people ice skated and held picnics on the frozen Thames in
London during Charles Dickens’ time—but not for long.Our current warming, starting around
1850, was different due to vastly increased populations, belching smoke from factories and new
steam ships, and later a miasma of carbon exhaust from hundreds of millions of cars and
planes. The Industrial Revolution brought severe changes that are still ongoing. We’ve seen the
infamous London Fog and L.A. Smog. In the 1850s, the Thames became a clogged sewer
causing the Great Stink. Experience has shown that intervention can improve things in small
measures—but we are approaching a point of no return. Scientific models have predicted wild
swings of regional weather, with crazy winters and summers—all of which have come true.But
how crazy can the climate actually get? Remember, weather is what happens in your town.
Climate is what happens regionally and globally. We assume that global warming will lead to a
disappearance of the polar ice caps by mid-century and the extinction of penguins, polar bears,
and many other species.However, there is a startling, counter-intuitive theory that the Earth’s



extreme warming could actually trigger a new ice age—the first in over 10,000 years. An even
newer hypothesis suggests the cold snap could hit very fast, once the trigger is pulled. Key to
the Instant Ice Age scenario is the earth's Global Ocean Temperature Conveyor (GOTC), which
keeps the global climate in balance. Disturb that, and anything is possible. The GOTC holds the
key to Earth's future. Global warming and melting ice caps are the gun--when will the trigger be
pulled?
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Warming—or Icing?Global warming...or global icing?Will your neighborhood become a beach
as sea levels rise due to melting ice? Or will the warming trend kick switches for a sudden new
ice age? Will we suddenly be shivering as shaggy glacial beasts stalk past our living room
window on high snowdrifts?Climate change is as old as the Earth itself. Change is the only
constant in Earth’s dynamic life—at present on a warming kick headed for serious trouble soon.
You many have noticed crazy weather in recent years—sunny days for playing golf, in the middle
of a New England winter, snow falling out of season, torrential rains flooding vast areas, and
more. Those crazy fluctuations are all part of the weather models for global warming, predicted
by computer programs at universities around the world. Climate change is not a question, but a
fact. The only point of debate is how much of it is caused by nature, and how much of it is
aggravated by human impacts on the environment, and by how much of a factor the propaganda
from dirty energy profiteers of oil and coal will keep us in the dark—figuratively, and literally.* * *
*One clarification is in order. We must distinguish between climate change and global warming
(or cooling). Climate change is a constant. There can be no debate about it, because the
historical record over billions of years confirms this. That is, the climate tends to constantly
change over time. A separate but connected (or embedded) issue is global warming. The
climate is always changing, but is it getting warmer or cooler? There are other factors too. For
example, is it getting more humid or more arid? The two are intimately intertwined, because
warmer atmosphere can hold more moisture, and colder atmosphere less. Ice age atmospheres
have been, by definition, relatively more arid than atmospheres during interglacials (like the
current Holocene geological epoch). We should make an even finer distinction. Weather is local
and momentary, as in "What's the weather like outside the window right now?" Climate is
regional or global, and can be defined in terms of larger tendencies. The U.S. Desert Southwest
climate tends to be arid, whereas the U.S. Coastal Northwest tends to have a wet maritime
climate. The weather in Portland, Oregon may be rainy at any moment. If we speak of the climate
in the Portland area or region, we may say that it tends to be more humid (wetter) than, say, arid
San Diego in Southern California. The consensus among scientists is that the climate has been
warming since about the mid-1800s as a global mean or average. By contrast, the period from



about 1350 to about 1850 is called 'the Little Ice Age' because average global temperatures
were noticeably lower during that time. The Thames in London and the Rhine in Germany were
often frozen nearly solid in winter, allowing people to safely go ice skating on these rivers, and to
hold dinner parties on mid-river. By contrast, much of Europe between about 850 to 1350
basked in a European Medieval Warming that allowed England to grow grapes and become a
major exporter of wine. There is also a consensus, by contrast, that around 1200 BCE a terrible
drought event caused climate change in the Mediterranean region, which caused Bronze Age
civilizations around the Mediterranean to collapse, and a Dark Age to extend between about
1200 and about 850 BCE (JTC 2015). The lesson: climate change has been the most important
agent behind major human history events, including the spread of disease and blight during
unfavorable periods. It is hardly a coincidence that the Biblical plagues afflicting Egypt occurred
precisely during the Bronze Age collapse, which also ended the Egyptian New Kingdom, and
ushered in a period of decline from which ancient Egyptian civilization never recovered (stuff for
a future article in the Reading Room series).* * * *We know the Earth has made sudden changes
over the ages. We know that many changes have been gradual, lasting thousands of years, but
new evidence suggests change also comes in the sudden variety—years or decades, rather
than centuries and millennia. It is very possible that, right now, climate change is about to spiral
out of control, faster and faster, in the direction of a hot Earth—but then again, as we discuss in
this article, the Earth has surprises up her sleeve. The Earth has some safety switches that can
be suddenly triggered, that may turn a careening and out of control train quite rapidly in the
opposite direction. From greenhouse to whitehouse effects, all in one generation? Don’t count it
out.It used to be thought, not long ago, that the ice ages were gone forever. That, however, was
part of a world-view that still had one foot in the European Middle Ages. There is plenty of
reason to think that the Holocene (now 12,000 years old and running) is just another breather in
a more than 30 million year deep freeze of which even the 2.588 million year Pleistocene is just a
frosty hour or two.For hot and cold contrasts on a larger scale, consider the Pleistocene Epoch,
one of the coldest snaps in geological history. It began about 2.588 million years ago, and is just
as likely still ongoing. But we live in the Holocene Epoch, you say? About 10,000 years ago, the
mile-deep glaciers receded in a few centuries, leaving the warm, sunny Holocene Epoch. Are
the ice ages over? Consider this—about 130,000 years ago, the Earth took a break from its
deep freeze, and underwent a warming period toastier than our Holocene. Before it ended,
114,000 years ago, this 16,000 year warming spell had trees growing well above the Arctic
Circle (which, by definition, they shouldn’t). For a few thousand years, glaciers melted, the newly
free continents drifted higher so that a land bridge joined Europe and Britain. Most remarkably of
all, the climate in places like London and Frankfurt was nearly tropical, and hippopotami swam
lazy circles in the Thames River under a broiling sun. Then, quite suddenly, a natural switch
flipped. Earth seemed to say “enough.” Once again,Sudden Ice Age (SIA) is a serious
discussion among scientists, even as global warming melts the world's glaciers and ice caps.
Our weather is spiraling out of control in ever-worsening hot-and-cold extremes predicted by



computer models, from unusual blizzards to unusual warm days. Will it continue climbing, or will
the end-point of the spiral be a crash into a sudden deep freeze lasting thousands of years?
Many scientists have mapped out a serious theory in support of this. Also, in recent years,
scientists have advanced theories that such radical changes can happen within a few decades
or years, instead of the usual slow crawl of geological epochs.Shaggy Pleistocene mega fauna
are largely extinct—except when we begin looking at fur-draped musk oxen and other Arctic
fauna like the polar and Kodiak bears, or the clever little all-white Arctic foxes and polar rabbits.
The genetic code to create similar animals, adapted to new ice age conditions, lurks in DNA,
ready to pop forth as evolutionary conditions dictate. Perhaps the distant-future offspring of your
little housecat will be fang-toothed white terrors prowling through the clear, cold nights of a
glacial nightmare.So how do we go from global warming to a new, instant ice age?  
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propaganda from dirty energy profiteers of oil and coal will keep us in the dark—figuratively, and
literally.* * * *One clarification is in order. We must distinguish between climate change and
global warming (or cooling). Climate change is a constant. There can be no debate about it,
because the historical record over billions of years confirms this. That is, the climate tends to
constantly change over time. A separate but connected (or embedded) issue is global warming.
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warming since about the mid-1800s as a global mean or average. By contrast, the period from
about 1350 to about 1850 is called 'the Little Ice Age' because average global temperatures
were noticeably lower during that time. The Thames in London and the Rhine in Germany were
often frozen nearly solid in winter, allowing people to safely go ice skating on these rivers, and to
hold dinner parties on mid-river. By contrast, much of Europe between about 850 to 1350
basked in a European Medieval Warming that allowed England to grow grapes and become a
major exporter of wine. There is also a consensus, by contrast, that around 1200 BCE a terrible
drought event caused climate change in the Mediterranean region, which caused Bronze Age
civilizations around the Mediterranean to collapse, and a Dark Age to extend between about
1200 and about 850 BCE (JTC 2015). The lesson: climate change has been the most important
agent behind major human history events, including the spread of disease and blight during
unfavorable periods. It is hardly a coincidence that the Biblical plagues afflicting Egypt occurred
precisely during the Bronze Age collapse, which also ended the Egyptian New Kingdom, and
ushered in a period of decline from which ancient Egyptian civilization never recovered (stuff for
a future article in the Reading Room series).* * * *We know the Earth has made sudden changes
over the ages. We know that many changes have been gradual, lasting thousands of years, but
new evidence suggests change also comes in the sudden variety—years or decades, rather
than centuries and millennia. It is very possible that, right now, climate change is about to spiral
out of control, faster and faster, in the direction of a hot Earth—but then again, as we discuss in
this article, the Earth has surprises up her sleeve. The Earth has some safety switches that can
be suddenly triggered, that may turn a careening and out of control train quite rapidly in the
opposite direction. From greenhouse to whitehouse effects, all in one generation? Don’t count it
out.It used to be thought, not long ago, that the ice ages were gone forever. That, however, was
part of a world-view that still had one foot in the European Middle Ages. There is plenty of
reason to think that the Holocene (now 12,000 years old and running) is just another breather in
a more than 30 million year deep freeze of which even the 2.588 million year Pleistocene is just a
frosty hour or two.For hot and cold contrasts on a larger scale, consider the Pleistocene Epoch,
one of the coldest snaps in geological history. It began about 2.588 million years ago, and is just
as likely still ongoing. But we live in the Holocene Epoch, you say? About 10,000 years ago, the
mile-deep glaciers receded in a few centuries, leaving the warm, sunny Holocene Epoch. Are
the ice ages over? Consider this—about 130,000 years ago, the Earth took a break from its
deep freeze, and underwent a warming period toastier than our Holocene. Before it ended,
114,000 years ago, this 16,000 year warming spell had trees growing well above the Arctic
Circle (which, by definition, they shouldn’t). For a few thousand years, glaciers melted, the newly
free continents drifted higher so that a land bridge joined Europe and Britain. Most remarkably of
all, the climate in places like London and Frankfurt was nearly tropical, and hippopotami swam
lazy circles in the Thames River under a broiling sun. Then, quite suddenly, a natural switch
flipped. Earth seemed to say “enough.” Once again,Sudden Ice Age (SIA) is a serious
discussion among scientists, even as global warming melts the world's glaciers and ice caps.



Our weather is spiraling out of control in ever-worsening hot-and-cold extremes predicted by
computer models, from unusual blizzards to unusual warm days. Will it continue climbing, or will
the end-point of the spiral be a crash into a sudden deep freeze lasting thousands of years?
Many scientists have mapped out a serious theory in support of this. Also, in recent years,
scientists have advanced theories that such radical changes can happen within a few decades
or years, instead of the usual slow crawl of geological epochs.Shaggy Pleistocene mega fauna
are largely extinct—except when we begin looking at fur-draped musk oxen and other Arctic
fauna like the polar and Kodiak bears, or the clever little all-white Arctic foxes and polar rabbits.
The genetic code to create similar animals, adapted to new ice age conditions, lurks in DNA,
ready to pop forth as evolutionary conditions dictate. Perhaps the distant-future offspring of your
little housecat will be fang-toothed white terrors prowling through the clear, cold nights of a
glacial nightmare.So how do we go from global warming to a new, instant ice age? Chapter 2:
PendulumRecent evidence shows that a dramatic swing could happen in years, or even months,
rather than decades or centuries. Current models predict that the Polar ice cap will be gone in a
few decades, which means the Global Temperature Conveyor Belt will switch off—more on this
key element of our article in a moment.In this scenario, our current round of greenhouse
warming will be followed by the biting claws of a great temperature plunge that none of us have
seen, or could imagine. Our Paleolithic ancestors saw such conditions as they went hunting on
white snow and ice under a night sky with full moon, up until about 10,000 years ago. In fact,
modern mankind has been around for over 100,000 years, and we've only been able to take off
the fur coats in the last 10,000 years. That’s when the Pleistocene Epoch gave way to the
Holocene Epoch, in which we live today.Whichever way the pendulum swings, global warming is
a reality today, and we are seeing violent weather effects—typhoons, floods, snow storms, heat
waves…sometimes not even in their proper season. The models predict—not, as many people
think, a gradual decline where it gets colder and colder—a period of violent swings from
unusually great snow storms to blisteringly hot summers amid multi-year droughts (both
ongoing).Global warming itself is not a question, but part of a natural cycle. Climate in itself is
never stable, but a moving target. The only question is: how much of it have we caused, or
accelerated, by filling the atmosphere with millions of tons of carbon emissions from at least
100,000 jets constantly in the air, or over a billion automobiles constantly on the road through 24
time zones, and billions of farting cows putting methane into the sky? That's not counting dirty
coal plants, now doubled with the industrialization of China and other emerging nations. There
are many other factors, like overfishing the seas, destroying the coral reefs through chemical
imbalances, and killing millions of acres of tropical forest to make toothpicks and to farm poor
soil that dies within a decade—all for nothing, just for a quick, short-term profit for predatory
corporations that control the media and lie about their merciless path of destruction. As an MBA
type, I understand that we need corporations, but in the words of Ronald Reagan, “trust but
verify.” Without legal controls (more precisely, implementing common, well thought out
accounting principles already on the books), corporations running amok are like a huge train



utterly out of control. With their deadlock control of almost all media, the corporations can always
twist reality to reflect the needs of the bottom line of their shareholders. The bottom line means
short-term quarterly profits. There is no long term planning anywhere in evidence.Worst of all,
the largest corporations in the world are the international oil cartels, who have our economies
locked into their dirty and destructive product. Their policies have swayed world geopolitics for
most of the 20th and 21st Centuries. They are among the large corporations who own virtually all
media, and shape the information (or disinformation) that many US citizens have for voting
decisions. The oil companies had operatives in the highest circles of the George W. Bush White
House, who rewrote legitimate scientific papers warning of global warming, twisting them in an
Orwellian fashion to suggest that it would be wise to drill for oil in the most sensitive areas—a
nightmarish idea whose real-time Armageddon scenario played out in the horrific British
Petroleum oil well leak in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010.The human population, since the Year 2000,
is approaching eight billion, and seems to keep rising. All these human beings need food, heat,
transportation, and other things that affect climate. Even the methane (farts) from billions of
cattle, sheep, and other farm (read: dinner table) animals adds to the destruction of ozone in the
high atmosphere, leading to greater ultra-violet immissions that intensify the sun's effect on
earth and its atmosphere.All of that seems to add up to one result: an ever hotter glowing-ember
Earth on which life itself could become extinct.But not so fast. Life on Earth has endured several
major near-extinctions, but life, like the Earth itself, has a way of finding the most surprising zig-
zag turns in avoiding total catastrophe. The Earth, in other words, seems to be self-correcting.Is
there a mechanism that can turn off global warming—perhaps very quickly—and plunge us in
the other direction, back into the millions of years of deep ice ages from which we seem to only
have emerged a few geological eye-blinks ago?There is a surprising fly in the ointment, called
the Global Temperature Conveyor Belt, or Thermohaline Circulation.It is actually quite possible
that the Earth’s safety switch may be flicked by a sharp uptick in temperatures, with a resulting
ice age—and soon.At almost any time in the past three million years, a space traveler
approaching the Earth from a million miles away would have made out a blue globe with ice caps
on the top and bottom—and, for much of those times, huge glaciers close to the polar
latitudes.During the deepest glaciations, mile-deep ice sheets advanced to north of Madrid,
Rome, New York City, and San Francisco. Similar scenarios happened, but to a much lesser
extent, in the Southern Hemisphere.Amid the ice ages, there have been relatively periods of
warming, which look frighteningly similar to our own epoch. For example, in the last warming
period like ours—actually warmer, arguably tropical—hippopotamus leisured in the hot, sunny
waters of what would one day be the Thames River in U.K., and the Rhine River in Germany.
That was during the Riss-Wuerm Interglacial, which lasted from 130,000 to 114,000 years ago, a
period of 16,000 years. Then followed an ice age (called Wisconsin Glaciation in North America)
that lasted over 100,000 years—until our little Holocene interlude that started 12-10,000 years
ago. Are some thirty million years of cooling, and nearly five million years of deep glaciation with
a few hot spots, finished for good? Or is the Holocene just another brief hot spot amid millions of



years of deep freeze?
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